Cemento-ossifying Fibroma Of Paranasal Sinus Presenting Acutely As Orbital Cellulitis
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ABSTRACT

Fibro-osseous lesions of the face and paranasal sinuses are relatively uncommon. These lesions have overlapping clinical, radiologic and pathologic features causing difficulty in diagnosis. Neoplastic fibro-osseous paranasal sinus lesions can be benign or malignant. The benign fibro-osseous lesions described are: ossifying fibroma (and its histologic variants) and fibrous dysplasia. The variants of ossifying fibroma differ in the nature of calcified material (i.e. cementum versus bone), in the location of the lesion (oral versus paranasal sinus or orbital), other morphologic variations (presence of psammomatoid concretions) and biologic behavior (aggressive versus stable). Presence of cementum or bone classifies the lesion as cementifying fibroma or ossifying fibroma respectively while lesions with mixture of both cementum and bone are called cemento-ossifying fibroma. We describe a case of a young adult male with cemento-ossifying fibroma of paranasal sinus presenting acutely as left orbital cellulitis with proptosis.

CASE REPORT

A 25 year old male patient presented to the emergency department with left periorbital swelling and redness of two days duration. He had a cold and nasal congestion for last five days. He subsequently noticed swelling around the left eye with redness which had progressed. There was no history of reduction of vision, headache, fever or nasal bleeding. No history of any chronic illness was present.

Physical examination was unremarkable. Ophthalmic examination revealed left periorbital swelling with lid redness and oedema, conjunctival chemosis and diminished eye movement in lateral and superior gaze. Vision and color vision was normal. Cornea was clear. Pupil, anterior chamber and optic disc were normal.

LABORATORY INVESTIGATIONS:
Total WBC count was normal but there was mild neutrophilia. ESR was elevated. Nasal swab showed no polymorphonuclear cells, epithelial cells or organisms. Culture revealed scanty growth of Klebsiella pneumoniae. Blood glucose levels and renal function tests were normal.

A diagnosis of left orbital cellulitis was made clinically and radiograph of the skull and paranasal sinuses were performed. The AP skull radiograph revealed expanded nasal cavity with non visualized ethmoid sinus trabeculae, depressed left half of the hard palate and ill defined left medial orbital wall (Fig 1a).
Occipito-mental view showed soft tissue opacity occupying the left nasal cavity and left maxillary sinus region with non visualized maxillary sinus walls (Fig 1b).

Subsequently a CT orbit and paranasal sinuses was requested.

Plain and contrast enhanced CT paranasal sinuses showed a large expansile well circumscribed corticated left sinonasal mass involving left ethmoid and maxillary sinuses and left nasal cavity eroding the left maxillary sinus and medial left orbital walls (Fig. 2a, 2b, 3b, 3c). There were plaque like areas of high density within the lesion (180-220 HU) suggesting calcification or ossification (Fig. 2c, 2d). The lesion showed extension into left orbit via inferior orbital fissure causing left orbital proptosis (Fig. 2c, 2d, 3a, 3b).

The mass was seen remodelling the alveolar process of left maxilla (Fig. 3a, 3b). No intracranial extension was noted. The postcontrast images revealed multiple small pockets of hypodense areas with fluid-fluid levels within the lesion (Fig. 4a).

Patient was admitted and followed by ophthalmology and ENT departments. He was put on intravenous morepenem and MRI was performed.

Noncontrast and contrast enhanced MRI confirmed the presence of multiple small pockets of fluid collections with fluid-fluid levels (Fig. 4b). Some of these pockets revealed bright signal on T1W images also suggestive of blood-blood levels or complex secretions (Fig. 4c). Post contrast images revealed multiple irregular pockets of rim and solid enhancing areas within the mass (Fig. 4d).

Radiological possibility of Ossifying fibroma was made. In view of areas of multiple fluid-fluid or blood levels, a rare diagnosis of associated aneurysmal bone cyst was also considered.

Patient subsequently underwent endoscopic examination under general anesthesia followed by resection of the mass.

The endoscopic examination revealed a large expansile sinonasal mass pushing the nasal septum to the right side and medial wall of left maxillary sinus towards left. Posteriorly, the mass was encroaching upon the nasopharynx and superiorly up to lamina papyracea. The mass was hard on probing with an endoscope.

Macroscopic examination of the specimen consisted of multiple grey brown fragments of tissue measuring 8.0 x 7.0 x 2.5 cm in aggregate. Cartilaginous and bony tissue fragments were seen. Cut section showed focal cystic areas filled with thick mucoid material.

Microscopic examination of the specimen mid power view (magnification X10) showed fibrous stroma with bone trabeculae and associated variable mineralized material that resembled dental cementum. These features were consistent with fibro-osseous nature of the lesion (Fig. 5). Low power view (magnification X4) showed well circumscribed margins of the lesion (Fig. 6). High power view (magnification X40) showed hypercellularity (Fig. 7).

Final diagnosis of fibro-osseous lesion consistent with cemento-ossifying fibroma was made.

**DISCUSSION**

Fibro-osseous lesions of face and paranasal sinuses are relatively uncommon. The benign fibro-osseous lesions described are ossifying fibroma (and its histologic variants) and fibrous dysplasia. Craniofacial benign fibro-osseous lesions may not be distinguished from histopathological findings alone and need radiographic correlation for differentiation (1).

Ossifying fibroma is most commonly seen in 3rd and 4th decades with marked female preponderance (M: F = 1:2) (2). It has been suggested that ossifying fibroma arises from the mesenchyma of the periodontal membrane (a layer of fibrous connective tissue surrounding the roots of teeth) and is related to the cementifying fibroma and cemento-ossifying fibroma (3).

Variants of ossifying fibroma differ in the nature of calcification (cementum or bone), according to the location (oral, paraanasal or orbital), morphological differences (presence or absence of psammomaitoid component) and in behavior (aggressive or static) (1). When the lesion contains cementum it is known as cementifying fibroma while presence of bone within the lesion makes it ossifying fibroma. Lesions with a mixture of both cementum and bone matrix are known as cemento-ossifying fibroma. The location of these lesions in areas not associated with periodontal ligament (like paraanasal sinus and orbit), has been hypothesized to be due to displaced periodontal ligamentous tissues during embryogenesis or from cells capable of differentiating into cementum, bone and fibrous tissue (4).

Cemento-ossifying fibromas commonly involve the mandible and are unusual in the maxilla (5). The lesion is generally asymptomatic. Persistent growth of the lesion can cause noticeable swelling and facial asymmetry. Displacement of teeth may be an early feature. Orbital and para-orbital involvement is usually asymptomatic and it is usually an incidental finding on radiographic examinations.

In the early stages, cemento-ossifying fibroma appears as radiolucent lesion with no internal radiopacities. With maturity of the lesion there is increasing calcific flecks progressing ultimately to an extremely radiopaque mass. The growth pattern of the mass is centrifugal so grows equally in all directions presenting therefore as a well circumscribed mass (6).

70% of cemento-ossifying fibromas involve the mandible; about 22% can be found involving the molar region of maxilla, ethmoidal and orbital regions and is seen exceptionally in petrous bone (4, 7, 8).

Three radiographic patterns have been described depending on radiographic borders: (1) defined lesion without sclerotic border (40%), (2) defined lesion with sclerotic border (45%) and (3) lesion with ill-defined border (15%) (9).

CT shows a well demarcated soft tissue mass with areas of relatively high density or areas of low and fluid densities, with scattered calcifications. Sinus wall may be destroyed or...
fragmented while orbital floor is displaced. Medial orbital wall and frontal skull base maybe eroded (7, 10, 11).

On MRI the lesion shows isointense signal in T1 weighted and has diffuse homogenous low signal on T2 weighted likely due to calcific and fibrous content of the tumour (12).

Our index case was unusual in many ways. First of all the history of our patient was very short and clinical presentation was simulating orbital cellulitis with exophthalmos. Such a clinical presentation has been reported in a small series of sinonasal osseous-fibroma in two children (13).

Secondly, the epicentre of the mass was located in the left ethmoid sinus, left nasal cavity with extension into left maxillary sinus eroding its walls. There are only few isolated case reports of ethmoidal cemento-ossifying fibroma presenting as exophthalmos (14,15). No reports of acute presentation of ethmoidal cemento-ossifying fibroma with exophthalmos and orbital cellulitis have been reported in adult patients to our knowledge.

Thirdly our case showed multiple fluid-fluid levels in MRI with intense peripheral and solid areas of enhancement, which could have been due to associated cysts, mucoceles or due to associated aneurysmal bone cyst. Similar MRI appearance has been reported in only a few case reports (16, 17).

Differential diagnosis of sinonasal fibro-osseous masses can be other lesions which have calcific or bone densities within a mass like:

1. Osteogenic sarcoma or chondrosarcoma.
2. Squamous cell carcinomas.
3. Odontogenic cysts
4. Calcifying odontogenic cysts (Gorlin cyst).
5. Calcifying epithelial odontogenic tumour (Pindborg tumour).

Gorlin cysts or Pindborg tumor are not a differential in our case due to its non-odontogenic origin.

6. Fibrous dysplasia (FD) is the closest differential diagnosis of OF as OF can have pathologic areas resembling FD. Differentiating features can be unilocular appearance of osseous-fibroma with distinct boundaries having egg shell character (as seen in our index case), whereas borders of FD are diffuse and merge with normal bone (18, 19). On MRI FD is low signal in T2 weighted whereas it can have variable signal in OF (as in our case). Also, contrast enhancement in FD is seen only in expanded diffuse diploe of the involved bone unlike OF in which outer shell or septae enhance (20).

7. Aneurysmal bone cyst, though a rare location, classically shows multiple blood-blood levels. It can still be a differential in the index case due to the presence of multiple fluid-fluid levels showing heterogeneous signal on MRI.
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Figure 1: 25-year-old male patient with cemento-ossifying fibroma of the paranasal sinuses presenting with left orbital and periorbital redness and swelling. A: AP Skull radiograph (upper image) shows expanded nasal cavity (asterix) with depressed left half of hard palate (short black arrow) and ill-defined left medial orbital wall (black arrow). The ethmoid sinus trabeculae are not delineated. B: Occipitomental view (lower image) shows soft tissue opacity occupying the left nasal cavity and left maxillary sinus region with nonvisualized maxillary sinus walls (long black arrow).
Figure 2: 25-year-old male with cemento-ossifying fibroma of paranasal sinus presenting acutely as orbital cellulitis. Axial noncontrast CT paranasal sinus images in bone window reveal a large, expansile, well-circumscribed, corticated left sinonasal mass involving the left ethmoid sinus, nasal cavity and left maxillary sinus (2a, white arrow). The mass is remodelling the left maxillary sinus medial wall (2b, small arrow) and bulging into the left side of nasopharynx (2b, asterix). There are plaque-like areas of high density (180 - 220 HU) within the lesion suggestive of calcification or ossification (2c, small black arrow and 2d). The lesion extends into the left orbit via inferior orbital fissure causing left orbital proptosis (2c, long black arrow and 2d).
Figure 3: 25-year-old male with cemento-ossifying fibroma of paranasal sinus presenting acutely as orbital cellulitis. Coronal; CT paranasal sinus images in bone window show supero-inferior extent of the lesion (the mass seen extending from roof of the nasal cavity to the maxilla). The mass is remodeling the alveolar process of left maxilla (3a, 3b, small black arrows) with erosion of medial maxillary sinus wall (3b, 3c, long black arrows), medial wall and floor of left orbit (3b, short white arrow) with intraorbital extension (3a, 3b, long white arrows). The medial wall of right maxillary sinus is also deviated. No erosion of crista galli or floor of anterior cranial fossa noted.
Figure 4: 25-year-old male with cemento-ossifying fibroma of paranasal sinus presenting acutely as orbital cellulitis. Axial post contrast CT paranasal sinus reveals multiple pockets of nonenhancing areas of hypodensity with likely fluid-fluid levels (4a, black arrow). Axial T2 weighted image at the same level confirms multiple fluid-fluid levels (4b, black arrow). Few of these areas are showing T1 hyperintense signal also representing thick secretions or blood-blood levels (4c, white arrow). Post contrast axial T1 fat suppressed image shows irregular rim and solid areas of enhancement (4d, white arrow) with associated premaxillary soft tissue thickening and collection (4d, short black arrow).
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Figure 5: 25-year-old male with cemento-ossifying fibroma of paranasal sinus. Histologic examination reveals fibrous stroma with bone trabeculae and associated variable mineralized material that resembled dental cementum consistent with fibro-osseous nature of the lesion. (H & E stain, magnification X10).

Figure 6: 25-year-old male with cemento-ossifying fibroma of paranasal sinus. Low power view (H & E stain, magnification X4) showing well circumscribed margins of the lesion.

Figure 7: 25-year-old male with cemento-ossifying fibroma of paranasal sinus. High power view (H & E stain, magnification X40) showed hypercellularity.
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